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Picture Words Flash Cards can help your child learn basic words. Each card presents a word, plus a

colorful picture representing that word. The Parent Card suggests many games to help your child

learn letters and words.
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I bought these cards last year and have been using them for the past 4-5 months. When we started

using them, my son was 16 months old and only knew a few of the words. The "ball" card was

definitely his favorite since that was one of his first words and that card is crinkled from being

hugged. It is impressive on how many of the words my son now knows. And its always a surprise

when he shocks us with a new word (like when and where did you suddenly learn "moon"?).The

cards have nice clean artwork and are a good mixture of common and uncommon words. Common

words like ball, dog, and sock are nice so that you see quick rewards and then words like frog,

airplane, and king are good for vocabulary building.

There are some positives to these cards. The images are clear and easy to understand though

sometimes a bit on the cartoony side. The image is on the front with the word so children can be

taught the connection between the two, then the word only is on the back in order to quiz and

enforce reading the words (as there is no image to give a hint). Could also cover the word on front



of card and just show image and therefore the child must name the object and maybe even

write/spell its name out from memory. SO these are very useful cards.However, there are some

issues with this set of cards:1. There is a great disproportion in words starting with each letter of the

alphabet. For example: there are 8 B-starting words, 5 C-starting words, and 1 A-starting word.

Some letters are even skipped entirely. For example: there are NO x-starting or z-starting words.

How difficult would it have been to cut two of the B-starting words (boots and bell) in order to include

x-ray and zebra?2. Some of these words do not seem to be first-time words. For example: mouse

and house are a bit tough for the first time around. I was expecting a set of only 3-4 letter words like

cat, dog, duck, hat, shoe, etc.... though expected a longer 5-letter word for difficult letters like

Z.Overall, I just wish the set had been mroe balanced and really focused on first time words only.

Nice pictures, good price, just a bit flimsy. Good for toddlers to play with. My toddler liked Galloping

Minds Alphabet and Phonics Flash Cards better though - prettier pictures and better quality. But for

the price, these are nice to have.

These cards are affordable and durable with clear picures. They helped my little girl start talking.

Great price and great learning tool - but any toddler will throw them and tear them. I liked these but

ended up buying the munchkin traveling flash cards which have a Handle and thus can't be thrown

.... And are harder to tear. Highly recommend the munchkin traveling flash cards in place of these.If

you do get these, they're good but only use one box at a time and keep box out of reach of toddler

when not learning together!

Got this for my 7 yr old Autistic son and he loves it. We work with these almost everyday. great

There are a total of 53 card in this box, each one has a nice picture. Our 18 month old loves them!

They are not too sturdy, but for less than $2.00 you can not complain too much about them bending.

Use this with my daughter since one year old. She absolutely loves them and will bring them to me

to go through with her. She even "uses" then with the dogs! Starting to say some of the words

clearly, Apple for example, at 16 months!
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